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EJASO ETL Global has incorporated Alberto López Gómez, an expert in Corporate Taxation and,
until now, a partner at A&J International, as a partner to strengthen its Tax area
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Alberto López Gómez (pictured left) has
extensive experience in advising companies
on Taxation, Tax procedure and
International Taxation, with a special focus
on family businesses and their Tax structure,
as well as in defending the interests of
taxpayers before the Administrative and
Justice Courts at all levels and concerning
all types of Taxation (state, regional and
local), having developed his career in firms
such as PwC, Cuatrecasas and KPMG.

His incorporation to the team led by Alfredo Cerezales (pictured right), former general manager of
the Urban Planning area of the City Council of A Coruña, represents for the firm a new commitment
to growth in Galicia, and also an important reinforcement at a territorial level for its speciality of Tax.

EJASO ETL Global thus consolidates a team of around 50 professionals led by Juan Enrique Altimis
Ibañes, dedicated to Tax Law, Tax Consultancy and Tax and Accounting Management, with the
capacity to meet the needs of the firm's clients throughout Spain, as this move is in addition to the
recent incorporation of Carlos Palma in Seville and Teresa Valdelomar Martínez-Pardo in Madrid last
September.

Alberto López stated: "I am joining a top-level firm, which will allow me to practice in the Tax area
with a team that has great experience and capacity.”

On the incorporation of Alberto López to the team in Galicia, Alfredo Cerezales pointed out that: "It
marks a decisive step towards providing our clients with a comprehensive and increasingly
specialised service in all Public and Private Law matters that they require, essentially aimed at legal
advice and management of economic and business activities.”

 


